The head of the Elemental Education department welcomes you in. “We run all kinds of events to expose children to the arts, and Recruiting occasionally asks me to send some of the most promising-looking ones in their direction. But I’ve been reviewing the transcript of our most recent event and there’s something strange… want to listen to it with me?”

As she presses Play, you hear an announcer thunder: “Welcome to the 5th edition of the Duelers & Dictionaries Spelling Bee! Let’s see what our talented spellers can do…”

F... O... R... D... I... D... A... N... E... (ding)
F... A... D... R... I... S... A... T... E... (ding)
A... P... E... K... E... N... (ding)
D... A... L... K... N... E... L... S... (ding)
I... M... P... L... (ding)
V... A... S... W... E... L... (ding)
E... E... R... (ding)
R... E... V... I... R... I... F... I... (ding)
E... N... N... N... A... N... D... (ding)
T... E... X... (ding)

“...Wow! Can you believe all of them got their words wrong?”